INSTRUCTIONS: Find Florida’s freshest words for Harvest of the Month. Words can be forward, backward or diagonal!

WORD BANK

- Sweet
- Corn
- Cob
- Yellow
- Stalk
- Maize
- Ear
- Kernel

Did You Know? An average ear of corn has 500 to 1000 kernels.
Fresh Find

INSTRUCTIONS: Find Florida’s freshest words for Harvest of the Month. Words can be forward, backward or diagonal!

C M D A E Z T X Z F A H A C R
R S S T X O Y Z P E P P E R I
S H E Q H F A X V Y X R D Q C
W S S W E E T U E A J I X U V
V N J D I V W L F A Z Y P V J
Y K K E Y B L E X Y U B E L L
Z P A S L O M U C I S P A C W
N E D L W P G Y T B Y G F J T
J D H A O Z R A K I C J Q W N
H P S A I G E U J J V K Y M R
U B O B R X E F P Z U R Y B L
X O D K D S N P T L G T D U I
G O B E X Y Z Y P G K M A B F
J U Y Y R K Q K R S S M W T I
R Y M S N N K Q M Y H Q X Z O

Did You Know?
Bell peppers come in a variety of colors, including: red, yellow, orange, green, purple, white and brown!

WORD BANK
Bell
Capsicum
Green
Hot
Purple
Pepper
Red
Sweet
Yellow
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INSTRUCTIONS: Find Florida’s freshest words for Harvest of the Month. Words can be forward, backward or diagonal!

WORD BANK
- Potato
- Mashed
- Roasted
- Tuber
- Starch
- Eyes
- Sweet
- Red
- Gold

Z Y Q T C F O Z L B L G A H B
R E T B U O R T N A G R I G W
E F X N V Y A G A J B V W V I
J L S Z M V Q S A T D E R Z V
G M D Z B K K I W B O V H O B
Z P N R W Y T J Y E K P K S D
I K J B T B T G L M E J W N E
R S J J F E W O T G T T S G H
G J X Y T H R A B I D B O V S
K A H L C Y P E F E L L V V A
U Q Q R K G X H F Y D P P B M
P T A U B G G F J E X T L N C
N T L A G A D L A S F K F V O
S L K T P Y B T U B E R O Y Z
I B W X J R B P D E T S A O R

Did You Know? The potato was the first vegetable ever grown in space!
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INSTRUCTIONS: Find Florida's freshest words for Harvest of the Month. Words can be forward, backward or diagonal!

WORD BANK

Juicy
Florida
Harvest
Red
Round
Seeds
Sweet
Tomato
Yellow

Did You Know?

Tomatoes are high in vitamins C and A!
INSTRUCTIONS: Find Florida’s freshest words for Harvest of the Month. Words can be forward, backward or diagonal!

Did You Know? Crisphead, or iceberg lettuce, is one of the most popular types of lettuce grown in Florida.
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Fresh Find

INSTRUCTIONS: Find Florida’s freshest words for Harvest of the Month.
Words can be forward, backward or diagonal!

C J N T O B S L U V A A B E G
J R Q T W U P L W U L B Q J P
R M I S X T Y M L L P Y C S H
G M V M G T O F E I Z C H M Z
M S O G I O U B S C G D L E M
Y R Z S Z N A J O I M D O T W
O E F Q G T I B L L C N V S P
A H N U R M Y C E L I U M A I
K V S O B J O X M O V O C I V
A J P S E R O P S S G X G W Y
T K T K F V G Q N W H J Z X M
L I N T M X W M Y R H S J N W
Q N C X M O P X J P V J Q C U
N K G C L I T B I N S S D Z V
G K Y V P H T J L X W Q F X Z

WORD BANK
Button
Cap
Crimini
Fungus
Gills
Mycelium
Portabella
Spores
Stem

Did You Know? Florida mushrooms are grown indoors and are in-season 365 days a year!
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INSTRUCTIONS: Find Florida’s freshest words for Harvest of the Month. Words can be forward, backward or diagonal!

WORD BANK
Antioxidant
Citrus
Grapefruit
Juice
Pink
Pith
Ruby Red
Vitamin C

Did You Know? A normal grapefruit tree produces, on average, 350 pounds of grapefruit in a season.
Fresh Find

DIRECTIONS: Find Florida’s freshest words for September’s Harvest of the Month!
Words can be forward, backwards, or diagonal!

Did you know?
DAIRY IS A GREAT SOURCE OF VITAMIN D AND CALCIUM!